Customer Service: 1-866-283-4412 Monday-Friday 7am-5pm CST
-------------------OR-------------------
Send us Email: service@alphamarts.com

Please keep this instruction manual for future reference.
NOTES TO CUSTOMERS:

- Please check that your parcel contains all the parts listed below.
- Please keep all the packaging for the product until you are satisfied with your purchase as we cannot accept any returned item not in the original packaging.
- For the protection of your furniture we recommend that the product is placed on a protected surface during assembly to prevent any damage.
- Please ensure that you read the instructions before assembling the product.
- Please do not force or over tighten the nuts. If a nut becomes stuck, unscrew it and start again.
- Ensure you have plenty of space to assemble the item in, it is also recommended that you assemble the item close to where it will be kept.
- Please ensure that you have sufficient space and people to assemble the item.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
For further advise, customer care or request for spare parts please contact our customer service department on (1-866-283-4412)

service@alphamarts.com

If you are satisfied with our products, please leave a review on the website where you made your purchase (target.com/amazon.com). We are really grateful for your support. 🌟

Parts List

Take all parts and put them on a clean and flat surface ground, and make sure all the parts and quantity is correct with the user’s manual.
Assembly Instructions

Step 1
Take the 4 poles and join them with the arcs in sequences as shown in the photos. The sequence of installation for poles and arcs should be 1>3>2>4>1>3>6>4. (the screw used is #17)

Step 2
Take 1 pc of #26(roof holder) & screw #17, and tighten them by hand on the top of a pole, and do the same for the other 3 poles.
Assembly Instructions

Step 3
Use the roof rod #5 (x4pcs) and roof top #12, and join them.

Step 4
Attach #11 to the feet of the poles by using #14 screw & #18 nut. 1(41)&(42)

Step 5
Connect the grill racks(#8&9) to poles, by using iron bar #10. The screws used on rod #10 are #17, and the screw #13 is used for secure the racks (#8&9) to the poles.
Please pay attention that #8 should be connected between the pole #1&#6, while #9 Grill shelf should be connected in the opposite direction between poles #2&#1.
And the hooks #7should be connected to the bottom of #9 with screw#16.
Step 6
Join the roof to the 4 corners of the arc frames using screw #15 & nuts #18.
Make sure that the screws connects the roof holders and the poles are tightened and secured in position before you attach the roof rods.

Step 7
And after the main frames are all installed, Please put on the covers, #23 & #24, starting from the smaller cover on the top.
Step 8

And use the plastic caps #19 & #20 for screws and nuts to cover all the fixings. And if the grill gazebo is to be placed on soil ground, pegs #21 can be adopted to secure the four corners on the ground.